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Similarly, the interest rate on the 10-Year was lower or fat from the peak to trough in values in the three prior cycles. 

In the frst quarter of 2024, the 10-Year was over 120 basis points higher than it was in mid-2022.   higher so-called 

“risk-free” rate implies that, all-else being equal, real estate investors should be seeking even higher yields on their 

investments to compensate them for risk. The higher prevailing interest rate environment also has knock-on effects 

for borrowers as the higher cost and lower availability of debt make it harder to buy new properties and refnance 

existing ones. 

 ut more specifc to our relative yield discussion, what happened to the spread between current value cap rates and 

the 10-Year in each of these cycles? In the chart on the following page, we see that this spread increased in the prior 

three cycles, making real estate look more attractive on a relative basis, while the spread this cycle has decreased 

from 2022 to today.  y this measure, real estate looks less attractive today (the spread is lower) than it did at the 

peak. 

In absolute terms, the contrast in relative yield is even more stark. The current value cap rate spread over the 10-

Year averaged nearly 340 basis points during the Early 1990s, Dot-com  ust, and GFC cycles. This sizable spread 

helped draw in new capital and put a foor under values, setting the stage for future value growth.  y comparison, 

the spread in the frst quarter of 2024 was less than 50 basis points with the current value cap rate at 4.63% and the 

10-Year averaging 4.16%. Not only is this a tight spread versus past cycle value troughs, it is also very tight for an 

asset class that has offered a 265 basis point spread over the 10-Year for the past 30 years. Real estate looks more 

expensive today than it has historically, and it is much more expensive on a relative basis in comparison to the value 

troughs of the prior three cycles.

Source: NCREIF Property Index (Classic), Roofstock Research 

* Current cycle is being measured through 2024Q1  
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Property Vclues Hcve Fcllen Signifccntly  his 

Cycle Despite Continued Economic Growth

While not as severe as the early 1990s and Global 

Financial Crisis (GFC), where values declined by more 

than 30%, the drop in value this cycle has been 

signifcant given the strong economic and employment 

backdrop. This would seem to suggest that values may 

be on sale and that it is a good time to invest, but 

interest rate trends and relative yields tell a different 

story. The three prior value cycles came to an end aided 

by accommodative monetary policy and a favorable 

interest rate environment. The Fed Funds rate was 

reduced by an average of 300 basis points in those 

three cycles, as the Fed moved to improve liquidity, 

stem the decline in asset values, and encourage 

growth. So far in this cycle the Fed Funds rate has 

increased by 450 basis points. The Fed remains much 

more restrictive today than it was at the peak of 

property values in 2022. 
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NCREIF data offer another perspective on values based 

on relative yields and that is derived from a comparison 

of transactionnbased cap rates looking at the relatively 

small sample of properties sold from the index each 

period and the current value cap rate of the assets held 

in the portfolio. We do not want to overstate the 

precision of this comparison since the property sector 

and asset quality composition of sales in each period 

can signifcantly impact transactionnbased cap rates in 

this small sample. Still, the spread between the two 

metrics is directionally instructive. These data tell us 

that properties are transacting at higher cap rates than 

book value would imply. The good news here is that 

properties can be acquired today at cap rates that are 

accretive to current portfolio yields. 

This condition has been true over history with 

transactionnbased cap rates running about §� basis 

points over current value cap rates for the past ×� 

years. We have also seen that this spread tends to be 

even wider at cyclical value troughs. But today 

transactionnbased cap rates are over Ó�� basis points 

higher than current value cap rates, the widest spread 

since the third quarter of Ó²²}. r pessimistic view here 

would be that the value of held portfolios is more 

expensive today versus the transaction market than it 

typically has been. This is another signal that appraisal 

values may be too high.  

Relative yield is just one part of the value story, and we 

are painting with broad strokes by looking at overall N[I 

trends. [roperty sector allocations, asset quality, and 

valuation processes are different from one portfolio to 

the next. Pields are undoubtedly more attractive and 

better supported in some property sectors and 

portfolios than others, although none of the major 

property sectors look attractively valued today versus 

past cycles. 

The offce property sector has the highest spread 

between current value cap rate and the Ó�nPear at ÓE� 

basis points as of the frst quarter of }�}§, but its 

spread averaged nearly ×�� basis points at the trough 

Source: NCREIF Property Index (Classic), Roofstock Research 
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Federal Reserve, Moody’s Analytics 
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This information is intended for educational purposes only and is 

not fnancial, investment, legal, or taa advice. Roofstock is not 

your advisor or agent. Please consult your own advisor for 

guidance. Although Roofstock provides information it believes to 

be accurate, Roofstock makes no representations or warranties 

about the accuracy or completeness of the information contained 

in this article.

To receive future Roofstock Research publications in your inbox, .subscribe here

of the previous three cycles and given the sector’s 

heightened uncertainty due to changes in space 

utilization, it seems clear that offce values have further 

to fallt Apartment and industrial assets in the NPI are 

held at current value cap rates in the low Ý%-range 

offering, essentially no spread versus  reasuriest 

Fundamentals in these sectors are unquestionably 

stronger than offce, but these holdings face valuation 

headwinds as wellt.

We will have more to share on single-family rental’s 

(SFR’s) role in a diversifed portfolio in a future report, 

but this is a good moment to highlight that we expect 

SFR to enjoy strong tailwinds as demographics and 

affordability issues lead to more households seeking to 

rent single-family homest  he property sector is also 

materially undersupplied, setting the stage for healthy 

NOI growtht Additionally, even in this reduced home 

sales environment, there is much more clarity around 

property values in SFR than there is in the commercial 

property sectorst  ransaction cap rates are similar to 

those in multifamily with fewer near-term supply 

headwinds and a more robust demand storyt 

Institutions also own very little of this property sector, 

with exposure equal to less than 0t5% of holdings in 

the broader NPI universe, creating benefts from future 

capital infows and opportunities to improve portfolio 

diversifcationt.

Commercial property investors taking a bullish stance 

on rent and NOI growth driven by strong underlying 

economic conditions and reduced construction starts, 

along with expectations for the Fed to begin cutting 

rates later this year, may feel comfortable justifying 

tight current value cap rate spreadst In our assessment 
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such positive perspectives may be too optimistic or at 

the very least fraught with considerable levels of riskt 

While recession probabilities remain low, around 25% 

per  oody’s Analytics and Oxford �conomics, the risk 

has ticked higher as tight monetary policy continues to 

fow through the economyt  onetary policy changes 

take time to unfold, and the same will be true when the 

Fed eventually begins to lower interest ratest  he silver 

lining here is the Fed does have plenty of room to 

reduce rates if the economic environment deterioratest 

But it is not clear that the long end of the interest rate 

curve will follow short-term interest rates lower in 

lockstep given the current inversion in the yield curvet.

Second quarter NPI values may refect stability and 

perhaps even a gain, but it is diffcult to envision a 

concerted, material rise in property values given 

relative yields todayt  aking matters worse, interest 

rates were higher in the second quarter than they were 

in the frstt  he lack of a recession has been a 

signifcant counterweight to yield pressurest If a 

recession does occur, the downside risk is material with 

value losses from the 2022 peak potentially exceeding 

the _0%^ declines of the �arly ]tt0s and �FCt.

Investors with capital to deploy today on new 

acquisitions certainly have the opportunity to 

outperform the NPI benchmark as the book values of 

legacy assets slowly mark to markett But even these 

investors should carefully monitor downside risks and 

give strong consideration to property sectors with 

favorable supply and demand outlooks and, in the 

case of SFR, a sector where asset values are 

predominantly infuenced by the housing needs and 

desires of individual owner-occupiers and not relative 

cap rate levelst�
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